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TRANSPORT CHALLENGES

NEEDS FOR PuT IMPROVEMENT

EXCESSIVE CAR USE

UNDERUTILISED POTENTIAL
Ljubljana urban region will continue to offer its residents and visitors healthy, green, friendly, & smart living environment.

Lack of measures in sustainable logistics

Missing of inclusive regional spatial and transport planning
LUR SUMP TIMELINE

**Past**

Beginning of active long-term spatial and transport planning process in the region

LUR SUMP **approved on** 24 October 2018 from all 26 mayors in LUR Council

**Yesterday**

Advocacy of SUMP LUR measures

Promotion of regional SUMPs

**Today**

Inclusion of SUMP LUR measures in Regional development programme 2021-2027

**Tomorrow**

Implementation of long-term measures with various financial sources
✓ 2 workshops for **state-of-the-art analysis**
✓ Interviews with **mayors** (26);
✓ Interviews with **key regional & national stakeholders** (15);
✓ 2 workshops for **measures & action plan**

✓ **Online survey** on travel habits for general public (1.614 full answers);
✓ **5 public workshops** on transport corridors
✓ Online **GIS portal** for public
✓ Pool for rewards
✓ Integrated public transport;
✓ Harmonisation of PT timetables;
✓ Upgrade of regional lines;
✓ New bus fleet & rolling stock;
✓ Implementation of DRTS.
MOTORISED TRANSPORT

✓ Balanced transport infrastructure;

✓ Optimisation of car-use;

✓ Incentives and infrastructure for e-mobility and charging infrastructure;

✓ Parking management (payment zones, P+R regional system).
WALKING & CYCLING

✓ Investments for accessibility and walkability to PT intermodal points;
✓ Outlining regional/national cycling connections;
✓ E-bikes in regional mobility;
✓ Promotion and incentives.
✓ Optimisation & limitation of transit oriented freight transport on local roads;
✓ Promotion for sustainable urban delivery;
✓ Time windows for motorised delivery in urban areas;
✓ Long term planning of environmentally friendly regional logistic terminals.
SPATIAL & TRANSPORT PLANNING:

✓ Preparation and adoption of regional spatial plan;
✓ Inclusion of stakeholders in planning processes;
✓ Sustainable mobility promotion and awareness raising campaigns;
✓ Establishment of long-term measurement & impact assessment.
LESSONS LEARNED

✓ Prepare well by *understanding your area* of intervention

✓ Collect & build from your *policy background*

✓ Take time to *allocate regional vision* and *strategic goals*

✓ *Allocate, motivate and include your stakeholders*
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